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Start to Term Focus: BE READY



Year 11 Team

Tutors
Miss Bessant & Mr Brett

Mr Mathers
Miss Bouckley & Mrs Foster

Mrs Rowe
Mrs Juji & Miss Kingston

Miss Stanczak
Mr Appah

Mr Fortt & Miss Colagrossi

Mr Steel – Achievement Co-ordinator
Mr Harness– Assistant Principal



Maths

Academic
Mock Exams #1 : start 20th

November
Academic Tutoring day: Friday 
6th October

Parents Evening : Wednesday 
11th October

Reports published : 19th January

Parents Information Evening #2 : 
22nd March

Next Steps
Careers Week : w/c 9th October

Sixth Form Open Evening: 16th

November

Application deadline : Mid January

SLT guidance meetings : start late 
February

Year 11: Key dates and events



Getting the basics right

Attendance
Engagement in lessons
Uniform and standards

Year 11 Exam results 2022 English A8 Maths A8 Total P8

Attendance Group

Above 95% 6.3 5.9 0.6

90% - 95% 6.1 5.4 0.53

85%- 90% 5.9 4.9 0.24

Below 85% 4.3 3.9 -0.8



Mock Exams – start w/b 20th November
All exams are in the Sports Hall

Morning exams start at 8.50am
Afternoon exams start at 1.45pm

Students should arrive at school at 
normal time and register as normal 
before making way to the main hall

Students will have received a soft copy 
of the timetable at least five weeks 
before the exams.

The timetable will also be available on 
the school website

Broadly speaking – Core exams in week 1 (Maths, English, Science & RE)

- Optional subjects in week 2 



Mock Exams 

In the Mock Exams we will also practice conducting the exams 
under the same conditions as the real exams in the Summer:

• Silence in the exam hall
• Access Arrangements in place
• No mobile phones or watches
• No notes, or writing on hands
• A clear pencil case with only equipment for that exam
• Clear water bottles with label removed
• We will communicate home any and all incidents and explain 

what would have happened if it were the real exam.



Year 11 Study Hub

Every Monday in PC rooms
Started in the Summer Term of Year 10 in readiness for the end 

of year exams
3pm to 4pm

Quiet, independent study space.

Subject specific support sessions
Most starting after Mock exams



Maths
Preparing for GCSE exams

Preparing for GCSE Exams – currently:
1. A return to full specifications, no 'advance info'.
2. No formulae and equation sheets for Maths, Physics and Combined 

Sciences

3. In GCSE MFL exams, exam boards will no longer be able to include 
vocabulary from outside of the approved specification lists in the 
listening and reading exams without giving the meaning.
4.Exam boards have continued with ‘spacing of core exams’.

Ofqual and DfE have 'returned to standards in line with 2019'.



Maths
Preparing for GCSE exams

GCSE Exams start around 15th May 
and finish around 27th June.

GCSE Results Day
Thursday 22nd August



Maths

The Course:

All students are studying for GCSE.

No “coursework” is involved; assessment is based on 3 

exams completed at the end of year 11.



Maths

Exam board: Edexcel

Exam dates for both higher & foundation:

- Tuesday 16th May 2024 – Non-calculator 

exam

- Monday 3rd June 2024 – Calculator exam

- Monday 10th June 2024 – Calculator exam

All exams are 1 hour and 30 minutes long.

All dates are currently provisional.



Maths

Level of Entry:
- Regular formal assessments are completed     

throughout the year to determine the most appropriate 

level of entry for your child.

- This may involve completing both foundation and 

higher mocks.



Being Resilient in Maths
- Make time to talk to the class teacher

- An after-school Maths Surgery takes place 

every Tuesday, in M block, 3 – 4pm with 

members of the Maths Department

- Using all resources to improve quality of 

school work & revision





How can I improve on my ‘mock’ grades?

After each ‘mock’ exam, pupils will receive a Question Level

Analysis sheet. This will show their score on each question

and the Hegarty Maths clips that they should watch to improve

on any ‘red’ topics.





GCSE Maths Resources

•Hegarty maths has over 900 revision videos and 
quizzes to enable students to work independently.

•We also recommend using the website mathsgenie
where all of these papers can be found.



Thank you for your continued support.

There is only so much that we can do in school.

•Maths equipment – students must bring the relevant equipment to every lesson to ensure that 

they are familiar with their use. This includes a calculator, protractor, pair of compasses and a 

ruler.

•Maths homework – Please support with regular completion and resilience techniques if they are 

stuck. This could include early contact with their teacher and use of online support.

•The importance of mathematics – Please be positive about mathematics!



English: The Course



English Language

Explorations in creative 
reading and writing (50%)

Four reading questions 

based on an unseen 
fiction extract.

One creative writing task to 
narrate/describe.

Writers’ viewpoints and 
perspectives (50%)

Four reading questions based 

on two unseen non-fiction 

texts (one modern and one 
19th century)

One non-fiction writing task to 

convey a 
viewpoint/argument



English Literature

Paper 1 19th Century Texts (40%)

One essay question based on 

character/relationships/theme/idea 
in the studied Shakespeare play, 

bringing in knowledge of the text’s 
context (closed book). Students will 
have study ‘Romeo and Juliet’.

One essay question based on 
character/relationships/theme/idea 

in the studied 19th century novel, 
bringing in knowledge of the text’s 
context (closed book). Students will 

study either ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ or ‘The 
Sign of Four’.

Paper 2 Modern Texts and Poetry (60%)
One comparative essay based on poetry 

from the prepared anthology (one poem 
will be provided and the other is closed 
book). We study the ‘Power and Conflict’ 
poems.

One essay on an unseen poem.
One comparative summary of the 

aforementioned unseen poem and a 
second unseen poem.

One essay question based on 
character/relationships/theme/idea in in 
a modern text, bringing in knowledge of 
the text’s context (closed book). Students 
will study either ‘An Inspector Calls’ OR 
‘Never Let Me Go’



English Revision

Forthcoming mock exams:
Language Paper 2: Non-fiction 

Reading: students have two unseen extracts to answer 

questions on.

Writing: Students complete a piece of persuasive writing.

Literature Questions:

Romeo and Juliet
An Inspector Calls/Never Let Me Go



English Revision

• Starting revision early is key for English – learning quotations and 

revising key ideas and writers’ methods is vital.

• Practice exam questions and revision resources will be 

made available on the VLE/online/GCSE pod.

• Students should be re-reading their texts, making 
quotation/character/theme flashcards, summarising their notes 

from Y10 etc.

• Students should try to read a range of fiction and non-fiction at 

home. Encourage them to think about the ideas and messages of 

anything they read, and any methods used by the writer.



English Revision

English Language revision guides/text books
• CGP or York Notes workbooks and revision guides on English Language skills (9-1) for AQA
• CGP Spelling, punctuation and grammar workbooks and revision guides.
• Cambridge English Language for AQA Student Progress Book
• Collins English Language and English Literature for AQA Student Book (there is a Core version 

and an Advanced version although the exam paper itself is not tiered).

English Literature revision guides/text books
• York Notes, Scholastic, CGP workbooks and revision guides on the set texts: ‘Romeo and Juliet’; 

‘An Inspector Calls’ and the ‘Power and Conflict’ poetry anthology poems.
• Cambridge English Literature for AQA student books on the chosen set texts (as above) or 

poetry.
• Collins English Literature for AQA student books on the chosen set texts (as above) or poetry.
• The Quotation Bank. 



English Revision

Revise it Practice exam skillsExplore it



• The GCSE curriculum for Combined Science is a linear course which will be 
studied over 3 years.

• Students started this in year 9.

• Students will be examined on all 3 subjects in Year 11. 

• This is not an option. This is the default Science course that all Hayes students 
are required to take unless they chose Separate Sciences.

Science – Course Description



• Assessment for GCSE is entirely based upon the written examinations at the end of 
the course.

• There will be 6 exams, each 1 hour and 15 minutes in length: 2 x Biology 33.3% 2 x 
Chemistry 33.3% 2 x Physics 33.3%

• Provisional exam dates for both higher & foundation:

- Friday 10th May 2024 – Biology Paper 1

- Friday 17th May 2024 – Chemistry Paper 1

- Wednesday 22nd May 2024 – Physics Paper 1

- Friday 7th June 2024 – Biology Paper 2

- Tuesday 11th June 2024 – Chemistry Paper 2

- Friday 14th June 2024– Physics Paper 2

Science
Science - Examinations



• There are 2 tiers of entry for the examinations: 
• Higher Tier Grades 99 - 44 

• Foundation Tier Grades 55 - 11

• The tier of entry in the exams will be appropriate to the ability, potential and 
performance of the student. Each test is made up of a series of compulsory 
structured questions.

• Regular assessments are completed to determine the most appropriate tier of 
entry for your child.

• Students must sit the same tier for all their science exams.

Science
Science - Examinations



• Science Revision Wednesdays A2F block 3-4pm.

• Students should regularly review their learning, making notes/flashcards as they go.

• Key information can be found in the learner handbook including
• Command words

• Key terms for practical questions

• All the equations to remember for Physics/Combined Science

• Helpful revision sites
• BBC Bitesize

• Youtube (freesciencelessons, cognito, primrose kitten, GCSE Physics Online)

• Educake

• physicsandmathstutor

Science
Science – Review and Revision



Educake

Initial login –
username and 
password are the 
same

Science
Science



A HELPFUL MODEL FOR LEARNING AND MEMORY

Attention

Select

Working 

Memory

Process

Long-Term 

Memory

Store

retrieval

encoding

How we learn
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WORKING MEMORY CHALLENGE



WORKING MEMORY CHALLENGE
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WORKING MEMORY CHALLENGE
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MEMORY 
AND RECALL



MEMORY AND RECALL

Recall generally 
strengthens the 

memory



MEMORY AND RECALL

Other memories 

associated with the 

target memory may 
help in retrieving it



MEMORY AND RECALL

Other memories 

associated with the 

target memory may 
help in retrieving it





To encourage a growth mindset...

• Avoid reinforcing the idea that students are 

naturally 'good' or 'bad' at subjects

• Remind students that it's in their hands!

• Praise the effort more than the outcome

• Focus conversations on progress

• Share stories of where success has been achieved 

through hard work







HOW CAN 
PARENTS USE 
THIS 
KNOWLEDGE?

Help your child in structuring time for homework and 
revision and in avoiding distractions

Ask them questions about their learning, and 
encourage them to explain it – including how it links 
to other learning

Talk to them about the strategies they are using to 
learn

Recognising when they need down time!

Try to encourage them to approach this year with a 
genuine growth mindset – praise effort



Maths
Preparing for GCSE exams

Diagnosis

Therapy

Testing

Revisit



Maths
Preparing for GCSE exams

Diagnosis





Preparing for GCSE exams



Preparing for GCSE exams



Preparing for GCSE exams



Therapy



Therapy



Therapy and Testing - online



r Introduction

3-5 

minute 

‘Pods’

28+

subjects
Easy

to use

10 years experience as an award 

winning educational publisher

Available for all, even Year 7 and 13

Mapped to the curriculum

Available on all platforms

1 in 3 secondary schools in the UK subscribe

In use across 40+ countries

“The Netflix of GCSE Content”

What is GCSEPod?



Pods – the content your child will 
access and use

Pods are 3-5 minute 

videos designed to keep 

your child engaged. They 

have audio and visual 

content that is mapped 
their exam board. 

This is an example of a 

combined science Pod 

displaying information on 

kinetic energy.

Written by subject experts

Exam board mapped



GCSEPod covers a broad range of subjects
The subjects are filtered on your child’s account to 

what they study and their exam boards



Teacher Introduction

To find what subjects have Check and Challenge available simply go to ‘All content’ on the home page 

and select Check and challenge.  

1-2-1

Allows your child to test their knowledge after watching a Pod

Provides scaffolded support like a teacher would 

Helps identify misconception in knowledge and prepare for exams

Get hints, win diamonds and watch their progress improve

Check and Challenge – The 

independent learning tool.



Study Smart Pods 

help you and your child 

learn how to learn smarter

Teacher Introduction

The Pods look at the theory 

behind the science and 

helps to identify new 

methods of learning and 

revision

Study smart



Teacher Introduction

Keeping Fit & Healthy Pods are ideal to watch 

together and focus around techniques to cope with 

stress and the importance of a good night’s sleep

Keeping fit and healthy



Teacher Introduction

Year 11 Impact Analysis

On average, regular users 

of GCSEPod achieved

more 

Progress 8

points than 

non-users0.7
On average, 

the highest users achieved

Attainment 

8 points 

more than 

non-users20
Regular users of GCSEPod

achieve, on average

grade 

higher per 

subject than 

non-users1

Why it works!



Maths
Preparing for GCSE exams



Practical strategies to help you perform



Red areas are very active; Blue areas are least active

Physically active students have 
more active brains



• ON FIRE

• VIBRANT

• CRUISE CONTROL

• AT 70%

• HUNGRY

• NEED A BREAK

• DISTRACTED

• SLOWING DOWN

• TIRED

• HUNGRY

Plot your day from waking up to 

going to sleep in hourly blocks and 

identify when you are naturally:

Your ideal work schedule

Circadian rhythms



Someone with a healthy balanced 

diet is less likely to be stressed

Nutrition & stress



Thinking about your daily and weekly 

routines, would you say you get enough 

rest, relaxation or down time?  

It is so important to rest and recharge 

ourselves



Lack of sleep 

You need 8½ to 9 hours sleep per night 



Life After Year 11. 



Some Key Dates: 

Sixth Form Open Evening 

- Thursday 16th November 2023. 

Applications Open

- Friday 17th November 2023

Applications Close

- Friday 19th January 2024

Guidance Meetings 

- Take place late January/Early February

Offers Email Sent and Invitation to Induction



The Pathways
Academic Vocational Route: 

- Students study 3 Vocational 
Academic subjects. 

- Entry Requirement : 
- 5 Grade 4s or above 

including English and Maths. 
- Specific Criteria Per Subject
- Reformed Academic 

Vocational now contain 
exams which can be worth 
up to 50% of the overall 
grade. 

Academic Route: 

- Students study 3 or 4 A 
Levels 

- Entry Requirement  
- 5 Grade 5s or above 
- Specific Criteria Per 

Subject
- Most require 5+ in 

English and Maths
- 4 A Levels for students 

who average 8+ in GCSE. 

Mixed Pathway: 

- Students study a 
combination of Academic 
and Vocational subject 
(Usually where there is a 
pre-existing achievement 
in an area i.e. Music). 

- Entry Requirement : 
- 5 Grade 4s or above 

including English and
Maths. 

- Specific Criteria Per 
Subject



Do and Don't 
Do: 

• Speak to teachers about the 
courses

• Speak to 6th formers about 
courses (where possible –
maintain the bubble)

• Speak to the Head of Department

• Look at where your next steps are 
after 6th form. 

• Pick subjects you will enjoy

Don’t : 

• Pick a subject because you like 
the teacher

• Pick a subject because your 
friends are.

• Pick a subject because it looks 
good on your CV

• Pick a subject as you think it 
looks easy (none of them are). 



Maths

Academic Success 

2023 A-Level Outcomes: 
A*- A : 19%
A*- B: 53%
A*- C: 87%

Vocational Outcomes: 
47% off all grades a Distinction* -
Distinction
9/10 students achieved a Merit or 
above. 
100% pass 
Average Grade = Distinction+

Why Hayes?

Personal Success 

92% of students securing their first 
choice university. Including 3 students 
taking placed at Oxbridge and 3 on 
Medicine. 

A number of high quality degree 
apprenticeships secured in firms such as 
Morgan Stanley, Berkley Homes and 
Deloitte. 

PERSONAL 
USP!!!
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